Solutions for Tough Situations

We’ve identified solutions below for some of the common window cleaning challenges you’ll encounter.

Situation: Odd - shaped windows
Solution: The Swivel Loc Squeegee adjusts to several positions enabling you to clean right up to the curved edge or width of the glass.

Situation: Inaccessible windows or deep ledges
Solution: Use the Swivel Loc Washer to scrub and then the Swivel Loc Squeegee to clean your windows. Both tools adjust quickly and easily to several positions enabling you to clean right up to the mouldings.

The Unger Window Cleaning System

Unger has earned a reputation as a leading global manufacturer of professional window cleaning tools by developing and producing innovative, high quality products for over 30 years.

SQUEEGEES (available in sizes 6” to 22”)
- ErgoTec™ Squeegee
- PRO Stainless Steel Squeegee
- Golden Clip Brass Squeegee
- Golden PRO Brass Squeegee
- Swivel Loc
- Visa Versa

WASHERS (available in sizes 10” to 22”)
- Micro Strip Washer
- Monsoon Strip Washer
- Original Strip Washer
- Pad Strip Washer
- Swivel Strip Washer

SCRAPERS
- Safety Scraper
- Trim 10 Scraper
- ErgoTec™ Scraper

SOAP
- Easy Glide Glass Cleaner
- The Pill

POLES (available in lengths 4‘ to 27’)
- OptiLoc Poles
- Tele Plus System
- UniTec Poles

BUCKETS
- PRO Bucket
- 4.5 Gallon Bucket
- Bucket on a Belt

Professional Window Cleaning

Quick Reference Guide

The Window Cleaning System that delivers superior results.

- Time-Saving Window Cleaning Techniques
- Solutions for Tough Situations
Professional Results
To deliver the professional results your customers expect, you need the right assortment of high quality window cleaning tools. Save time and money by using the complete Window Cleaning System.

Your Window Cleaning System should include:

**WASHER-SCRUBBER**
Easily and quickly wash windows with minimal effort.

**SQUEEGEE**
Quickly remove liquid completely - leaves behind no lint!

**SOAP**
Breaks down dirt, smoke and grime for easy removal. Provides superior glide.

**POLE**
Clean safely from the ground - eliminate dangerous ladders. Tools easily attach to the pole.

**BUCKET**
Should accommodate the length of your scrubber.

Time-Saving Window Cleaning Techniques

1. Place the washer on the pole and wet the upper part of the window horizontally along the top. Then scrub using up and down strokes.

2. Place the squeegee in the upper right hand corner, against the top moulding. (Opposite corner if left handed)

3. Tilt the right edge of the squeegee down slightly and start your downward stroke.

4. Maintaining the squeegee in the tilted position, pull the squeegee down to shoulder height.

5. At the bottom of each stroke, tap the squeegee against the remaining wet portion of the glass.

6. Tilt the squeegee toward the remaining wet portion. This prevents dripping on the cleaned area.

7. Working along the entire window top, pull the squeegee down in a slightly diagonal direction.

8. On the last down stroke, place the squeegee against the left-hand moulding. Tilt the handle slightly toward the moulding and pull down.

9. Hold the squeegee loosely and position the tool against the left vertical moulding, overlapping into the dry portion of the window.

10. Tilt the squeegee down slightly and pull across the width of the window.

11. Tilt handle down slightly and squeegee across the window with the end of the squeegee rubber touching the moulding.

12. As the squeegee nears the moulding, turn blade, so the right edge touches the vertical moulding and complete the stroke against the bottom of the window.